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I. TIIE PROBLEM
Introduction
The system used to regulate Thatches and chronometers
consists of a hairspring having one end fastened to the
axis of the balance v/heel, and the other end fastened by
neans of a "stud" to the frame of the watch. The system
does not perform an exact simple harmonic motion, and the
period of vibrations depends on the amplitude of the
balance wheel.
If the balance v^heel is turned out of its position
of equilibrium, a reaction force is set up in the two end
points v^hich causes a deviation from isochronism of the
vibrations.
For the proper function of the watch, it is necessary
to reduce the lack of isochronism of the vibrations as much
as possible; and, if the shape of the spring is designed so
that the reaction force at the end points is as small as
possible, the deviation from isochronism will be correspond-
ingly small.
The method used to solve this problem, in practical
applications, is one developed by Phillips.'"'^ He found
that for a spring fastened to the balance axis anU "stud"
the reaction force at the ends cannot be made zero, but can

be made very small by designing the end portion or
"terminals" of the spring to have special shapes.
Resale ^^^^ and Caspari'^^-^^ found that it is possible
to design the shape of the hairspring so that the reaction
force changes the period by an amount \7hich is approximately
independent of the amplitude. For this solution the
reaction force need not be small,
Bo\iasse ^ ' proposed by means of a model that perfect
isochronism would result for a flat spiral spring if the
outer end point were not fixed, but free to move in a
plane >vith a condition that the tangent at the end point
remains the same. This method remains in theory only,
because it cannot be realized in a watch, Bouasse
illustrated this by fixing the outer end point of the
spring to a rod v^Mch can move as a spherical penduliim (fig»
If the pendulum is balanced by a counter weight at the top,
the end point vd.ll move parallel to itself and r.dll not
create a reaction force on the end of the spring. This
arrangement constitutes a free spring.
The outer end point will experience a parallel dis-
placement if the inner end point is turned over a certain
angle, and this displacement is proportional to the reaction
force that would eicist at the end point if it vrere fixed
r r
•
vdth the stud
The most irlgorous mathematical treatment of the
problem has been given by S. Goudsmit and M. Wang, This
method of development is based on the method described very
briefly by J. Haag of the Institut de Chronometrie at
3esancon, France,
The present paper is a survey of the methods of
solution proposed by Phillips, Re sal, and Goudsmit and
V/ang, The original vrarks of Phillips could not be located;
^>(1'
however, an excellent description is given by H. Bouasse '
in Pendule Spiral Diapason , The methods of Phillips and
Resal were translated and rephrased from the French, and
much of the mathematics carried out in detail.
The greater part of the Yrark is based entirely on the
method of Goudsmit and .Vang "Vvith all of the mathematics
carried out in detail. In some instances the phrasing of
the authors has been kept for clarity of expression.
Finally, the important resulting formulas were applied to
original specific shapes, characterizing the shape of a
hairspring.

30UASSE PMDULM
FIGUflE 1.
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1II. IiATII^.LlTICAL
1. Anal-d:ic Repreoentation of a Flat Spring
In accordance with the theory of elasticity, the
couple required to deform an ele-nent of a spring, in a
manner such that the radius of curvature changes from
^
to ^ , is proportional to the quantity:
where V., E, and I represent respectively the bending
moment, Young's Llodulus, and the moiiient of inertia of
the spring.
Ml)
Figure 2 represents a flat spring ^ ' having one
end point A fixed to a stud, of coordinates XqYq* and
the other end point B fastened to a ferrule v^hich rotates
about an axis passing through the origin of the coordinate
system, and perpendicular to the xy plane. The fixed
position of the stud is equivalent to the application,
at the extremity A, of a couple C and a force F :^th
components F^^, Fy»
To analyze the forces acting on the spring, it is
assumed that the spring terminates at an arbitrary point P,
of coordinates x, y. At this point is applied a couple D
and a force having components -F^, -Fy, For equilibrium,
the Sim of all the external forces and the couples must be
4(I)
1^
L :3
FIGURE 2. FLAT SPRING
c
3equal to zero. The couple produced by the components
^x* (3^~^o) that produced by the components
Yy, -Fy is Fy (xq-x). It folloTirs that
o> c *'v.(y->'.)-'>f^-^"'= °' (2)
The couple D at the Point P is measured by the variation
of the curvature of the spring at that point and is considered
positive when the curvature decreases. The value of D
substituted into the fundamental equation gives
£1 C + P, (y-y,) -f, f< -"»)-- 0- (2a)
However, for every defonaed state of the spring, F^Fy and C
are constant; therefore, this equation expresses the
variation of curvature for all points of the spring in
changing from the non-deformed to the deformed state*
^ and y are the angles that the radius of
curvature, to the point ?, makes with the x axis for the
spring in the non-deformed and the deformed state*
Then dS - ?o ^*^o ,
(3)
and dS = ? •
If equation (2a) is multiplied by ds and integrated over
the length of the Spring L , the resulting equation is
/
ih)
in v::
and
hich and — are replaced by and r respectively.
(5)
^ and
^
represent the coordinates of the center of
gravity of the spring. In the initial state ^ = % j
the components F^jFy and the couple C are zero*
The couple f applied at the axis of the balance ;vheel
(coordinates x = y = 0) to maintain equilibrium is contained
in the equation
C - Tx^ - Xo - i . (6)
The values C and 'P -f^- & substituted into equation (I4)
gives
(7)
The couple v/hich the spring exerts on the balance -vrheel is
equal and opposite to •T' •
(: )
lo -rooo .
The equation of notion of the balance wheel is novf
in v^hich ^ ^ ^ = - j? , and I is moment of inertia
of the balance Avheel. The oscillations are isochronous
only if Fx
^
and Fy
^
are zero.
Hence,
t die + f I e , o , (9)
This expresses that the oscillations are isochronous
only if the reaction force or the pressure at the stud
is zero. In the case of a spiral, the center of gravity
of the spiral must coincide vdth the axis of the balance
wheel for isochronisin.
1- = 6
I
62, First Problem by Phillips
The deviation from isochronism can be made small
if the shape of the spring is designed such that the
reaction force at the end points is small. The reaction
force at the end point is proportional to the displacement
of the end point that would occur for a free spring
j
hov/ever, Phillips' solution to the flat spring primarily
expresses this. It is based on the problem of finding a
possible curve such that the terminal point has a given
trajectory or displacement, and simultaneously, at any
point of the trajectory the tangent to the point has an
imposed direction. It is required that the spring
deforms in a manner as to satisfy the condition
{ i- - i ) -- !:! . /3
Ml)The flat spring v^-hich is deformed'^""' has the
outer end point A fastened to a stud, and the inner end
point B fastened to a balance wheel of radius r and
center 0 (fig. 3)» In the initial state the tangent
to the arbitrary point C, a function of the arc length S,
makes an angle -with the y axis. The radius of
curvature normal to the point makes the same angle &o
with the X axis,,
Hence,
(10)
01)
and S = G
In the deformed state
( I -
1°)= -/^.
or
9 = Go ' ^ S . (11)
The constant ^ = is chosen negative because
the angle decreases as the spring increases.
The angle which the tangent m£il<:es vfith the end of any
element of arc ds is % and ^ for the non-deformed
and the deformed states of the spring.
Hence,
and
In the deformed state the tangent at the point A is
invariable, but the angle through /.'hich the tangent at
C turns is:
(13)
Therefore, ( — - ^ ) - /i expresses that folloiving
the deformation, the tangent to a point C of the spring

FIGURE 3. FLAT SPRING BY PPIILLIPS

turns proportionally to its distance from the fixed
point A.
®o is the angle v/hich the tangent to the inner
end point B ::iakes vrLth the y axis in the non-defomied
state, and in the deformed state this angle becomes
@= ®o'A^y (lU)
where L is the length of the spring.
To determine the conditions imposed on the extremity
3 of the spring, the entire curve is projected on to the
X and y axis.
It can be seen at once that
.1 A
J
ds Sin e = r cos & . i dS cos e = (5^- i^s//? ^
Follovdng substitution of the values of ^ and Q , the
tvro equations become
fcisyn(e,-/is)= ^ cos \
^^^^
" ^6% cos reo-/3Sj =cF-rsH7r®.-/3^i.
** The solution to the problem can exist only if these
relations are satisfied indentically. This is generally
impossible unless ^ is verjr small. If the balance v/heel
rotates through an angle <X , then
^ ®- ^ > (17)
£1
r
and the inovenent of the balance wheel ?n.ll be isochronous*
Vfith the noment of inertia of the balance vdieel, the
period IS
T = '^Jhl' • (18)
By Taylor's expansion
Cos reo-/3S) = cos Bo +/3S Sin ^A^'cos^'^o'-- '
Sir? (9o-.^s) -- Sineo -AS Co'SOo i/d^jUi n'Oo^' '
These equations substituted into (16) give
0
and (20)
o
If the coefficients of the various powers of ^ are
equated, the equations reduce to
0
j\m eod<i= r cos @. T
(21)
and
(22)

It is obvious that the first t^To equations are satisfied
by the initial conditions (/^ = © ),
To investigate the significance of the remaining two
equations, it becomes necessary to take
d} % /O Oo^ ^ ^ (23)
and
;7ith
and
the equations (22) become
and ' ' " o
^ 0 ' o
and
fsxf.- I X..- l rcos @. ,
f
syj" I - Lr @. .
(26)
.r.r
i
1
c
\nth {^^] and substituted in (25^), the
identification of the equations sho-ivs
0
or
.
* ' (27)
and , ^ Ai
or
Here ^ and are the coordinates of the center of
gravity of the spring.
The conditions proposed signify that the center of
gravity of the spring coincide v.-ith the point 0. This
can be satisfied only if the rotation^ of the radius ]
is very snail.
r•lo
f
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3« Second Froblen by Phillips
In the first consideration of the problem, it was
assumed that r, the radi\is of the balance wheel, was
constant. The problem ^ ^ can again be considered using
r as a variable, and that it varies according to the
law ( i - 1 ) = /3 = constant.
This forr.ula can be written as
froa v^hich cones
r -
(29)
If ^ is assumed small, (i.e. the reaction force),
the ccnditio2ial equations (16) still hold, and the
expansion
t
r = To -/3 substituted for r p;ives
and
k
(30)
Fror.i these results
j Cos e,ds - cS-ro s/'O @o f
o
_
l^'s//? ecc/s = r„
Cos
,
(31)

and
-Jm eosds^ roi^'"®=- ®» ' (32)
o
Integration b/ parts yields
and
33)
o
for vihich
-- V I = r. I iiO @.
Oh)
or in = r/ eo^ ®<, »
ll 5 c -| J s - r.i COS «), . Q's//; ®. - r. L eos ®.
Further,
JT77^2 X D= and
-J] , Cot (37)

The center of gravity G of the spring is now on the
line OG parallel to the first element B of the circumference
in its initial state, or it lies on a perpendicular to the
line OB. The distance 00 = D satisfies the relation

16
I
U. straight Line Terminals
The second problem by Phillips permits the designing
of the fastened terminals of a helix such that the reaction
force at the end points is small.
If the terminal of a "helix" is in the form of a
straight line, (fig* h) the position of the center of
gravity can be easily determined, 3 is the point where
the terminal joins the cylindrical part of the spiral,
and from previous considerations it is required that the
center of gravity be on a line parallel to the tangent at B.
The distance of the center of gravity from the origin is
given by the relation
* (38)
D is easily determined by the equation
or
where.
D d
= 0.0^6^0
and
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5. One Arc of a Circle
The center C of the arc BDE of radius R is located
at a distance { fo ' R ) from the origin 0, (fig* 5)« The
terminal arc joins the cylindrical part of the spring at 3«
R being given, it is required to find the angle o< such
that the center of gravity is on the nomal to the radius
OB.
The centroid of the arc BDE is
C G- = R SjJTj^ f
(A
hoirever,
OC
Co'i,Ci8o - ^)
CO - - oc_
Now,
CO ^ ^ - OC ^ - ^
(A CoSdL Cos C3(
(39)
and
— ? f ^ fc ^^^^^
Phillips' condition is:
but for the arc of a circle
OC
(Uo)
wnere the arc length = 2 d. R »

FIGURE ONE ARC OF A CIRCLE
•
Therefore,
— ; ^ (UOa)
r f , ....
f^f- ' (Ul)
and
o , ± . -JL__ . (laa)
From
^
is eliminated b;/ using
hence,
or
C OS (A
The value of o( is found by trial substitution,
K. Bouasse*^-^ found that tX = 121°13', sin o( = .08^5,
and H = .O827ro.
•I
'i
I
FIGURE 6. TV/0 ARCS OF A CIRCLE

Two Arcs of a Circle
The first arc has a radius of curvature R and
center c (fig. 6), The second arc DE has the center at 0,
makes an angle 2 with the x axis, and has a radius of
curvature ^ = A R' (o ^
*(1)
The coordinates ^ ' of the point g, the centroid of
the arc, are
X, ^ fo- R r (U3)
and ^
also, the coordinates of the point are
m
and
^ (U6)
If the moments along the x axis are equated
), the resulting equation is
or

The distance OG of the center of gravity of the
system must satisfy the conditions of Phillips,
Hence, it can be -A-ritten that
2
rr ^
m
or 3 5
or
pJith A = ^ , and the addition of
equation (U7) and (a9), term by term gives
'lO
and both sides squared gives
or
One root of this equation is ^ = .0832.
Equation (U7) divided bj (U9), terra by term.
Ton Zck ~ ,
The angle 0^ can be calculated to be 0^ = l4l°21'
'V
I
I
FIGURE 7. ARCHIMEDES SPIRAL
i
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7. Archimedes Spiral
Phillips' first problem is satisfied at least
approximately by a curve having its center of gravity
on the axis of the balance irheel, V,oyf it is reomred
to design a spring, having the shape of an Archimedes "^"^^
spiral, such that the center of gravity lies at the pole
(fig, 7). Since the equation for t}ie Archimedes spiral
is given by r = a 0 (a being constant), the
coordinates of any point 11 on the spiral are
r co^ & = Q o Cos e >
and
y
^ f ^ in 9 = (XQ %ni e '
(51)
Therefore, it can be vo'ittenihat
or
The coordinates of the center of frravity of the spiral
are' given by the equations
6 '/a
jxds = jQ'eco->e(ji-&') dOf
^^^^^
00
and
where A is the length of the spiral utilized.
The equations can also be ^vritten as
^ t = ^ J ^ vTrrr cased or
and
^
(5I4)
^h^a'l d^(7T± ^^oede;
also, it can be seen that except for snail values of &
the radical is close to unity.
In the expanded radical
the terms greater than second order are neglected.
It follows that
6 6
0
^« (55a)
or 6
and that
^0 - L c 0 s e ]
^ T
f
or
For a spring having nany spires, "a" is small compared
to the radius vector r vrfiich corresponds to the extremity A
of the spring utilized.
The value of the equations (55a) and (55b)
evaluated at ^ , are very" small; hence, can be neglected.
Except for , the terms in the equations (55a) and (55b)
evaluated at the extremity A can also be neglected.
A fairly precise value for the coordinates of the
center of gravity is:
II-. r'-zme (56)
or
however.
(S6a)
and
j5 - - r ^eo% e
_ ^ eot B *
These results signify that the center of gravity g
of the spiral is on the line OB, normal to the line OA,
going from the pole 0 to the extremity A of the spiral.
c,
i
r
and is located on the same side of the origin as the
terminal of the spring.
An approximate length for the spiral is ~ ^—
This value of /^ substituted in equation (57) gives that
a
This expresses that the distance of the center of gravity
from the pole is equal to tvd.ce the value of the parameter
in the formula r = a ^ defining the spiral*
tc
0
::ethod of Re sal
Figure 8 represents a spring'^^"'*^ of imifom radius
having one extre:nity A fastened to a stud, and the other
extrenitj B fastened to a ferrule v/liich is allowed to rotate
about the origin of the coordinate system.
Any distortion of the spring is equivalent to the
application of a force F, having components F^y, and the
noment of forces C to t he point A»
The coordinates of the stud and the length of the
spring are respectively
and
If the ferrule is rotated through an angle Q , the
coordinates of the extremity 3 becoiae
X r COS ( e) f
and
y-- ( @ i- 0)'
(58)
xy and ^ are the coordinates and the radius of
curvature of an arbitraiy point along the spring after
deformation, and the direction of the radius of curvature
makes an angle ^ vrLth the x axis. Any element along
I
FIGURE 8. "HELICAL" SPRING
'9
I
the spring can novr be represented by
i , c/y , <1< = - and - Co-i
,
From previous considerations it v/as fo'.md that the
equation for the dexorrnation of the spring is
tr(f
-^J---f,cv-y„) + '>('<-'^"J-^' (60)
or
trhere,
!I is the mcment of force developed at the fixed
point.
The values (59) are substituted into equation (60)
and it folloTrs that, upon differentiation, this equation
leads to
or
^
tl , - Fx ^ 4-^ ,
or cil'
c/^
£ r
_
-/T s/n . (61)

Equation (6l) multiplied by cl^ and integrated shows
2 ^ ds / £1 £l tl
or
^ I - ^y^^s/^V^ ^ Cos «^ ^'L'^
s
"
V axe ^'ic
^'-^
The constants can be replaced by
£i.c £ic ex
It follows that
c/5 -
fc
^
I +. Q COS ^ i-bSiO^ 9
or
S = !LL (62)
0
The equation can also be T/ritten as components
X
-
- / - (62a)
and
{c aHT aeos <P f b S/A7 • ^^^^^
To integrate these expressions, it is assumed
that the quantities a and b are small; hence, they
can be expanded into a cosine and sine series:
2 2

This value substituted into equations (62), (62a), and
(62b), and integrated, gives:
<c L ^ I 2. 8.1 (63)
and
y - ^l^ioip- a((^-^s/^^J-|(/-^'^s2i^';J.(63b)
These equations determine the parameters a, b,
and c as functions of the angle Q •
These equations applied to the ferrule yields
-^[(^f 6j- J Si 0 2(6) ^ejjf
and
f^S//7r^-r ej =
^
\^iinCQ^e)-^(L®+6)-isin (@>f&>)
^^^^^
The only unkno-wn present area, b, and c. Once
these are calculated, the above equations give ^ for
every point along the spring.
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If the spring considered is one with involutes
(a spiral), ^'KU)
The equations (63), (63a), and (63b) give
+ x/"/ r Am cos C^^'OV' f B^'^/n(^-Of-An]
and
/ (x f/j^s/oH-/^^ ,8,cosr^-/;«^-fi^J
To determine Aj^ and 3j^, it would be necessary to
expand by binomial expansion

The sine and cosine changed into the form
and
2. C
and substituted into (ciCoS^f' +6S//?j^)^ yields
the equation
^
(a- hi) ( cc fhi) e
1 -z
-h -tfyi-zj ( <t- he) . ^ \
-J I
~ i ~ J + -
This can be expressed as
1 2: be) (c^,
e
2^ P-'O P '
To evaluate a, b, and c is very laborious.
For the siaple case, the solution to equations
(6U), (^Ua), and (oUb), arrived at by a si^jple but
some-.vhat laborious calculation, gives

^J,.eo^f)~ ^(f-i'O'fi) ^^^^
@ f 0 is replaced by ^ • Further results
and
or
If © is small corapared v.dth ^ , then,
(66)
IT/.= ^-h, and CLfo'- ^tl^^'-
The problem of Re sal expresses primarily that the
spring can be designed such that the reaction force
changes the period by an amount independent of the
aptitude of the balance virheel. In this case the
reaction force does not have to be small.

38

Elastic Energy
If a spring is deformed according to Hooka's Law, the
energy stored in each eleraent of the distorted spring is
proportional to the square of the change in curvature,
A spring of length ds having a radius of curvature
is deformed, by a couple applied to each end, to a radius
of curvature
^
(fig. 9). If Hooke's Law holds, the center
will remain constant, and the spring will satisfy the
Bernoulli Euler Law
further, the moment applied to the ends is proportional to
the angle o< through which the spring is tvasted.
Since
c/ % ? ^ ^ ?
and
d B can be v;-ritten as d0 = d 6^ + 2d(.
This equation divided by ds gives
or
f-L - J. \ pt - ^ f (67)
rr
because ds is constant.
Since the nonent is proportional, the angle o{
,
the vrork done upon an ele.Tient ds, is
where /3 is the proportionality constant.
The -yrork done is also the potential energy stored
in each element ds of the spring. The total energy
stored is equal to the total work done upon the spring,
and is expressed as
^
depends on the material of the spring, and its cross
section; /j is the total length of the spring.

10, Notation
.4.(2)
Figure 10 represents a coordinate system ' having
its origin on the axis of the balance vrheel, and the
inner end point of the spring is taken to be on the
circutnference of the balance ivheel. The shape of the
spring is characterized by giving at each point the
angle ^ which the tangent makes v.dth the x axis as
a function of s, the arc length, neasured from the
inner end point.
From c/s'= dx^ -i- <^)f^ ^^le formulas for
the shape of the spring become
dx = ds co^ /
and
,
(70)
dy - ds %in f ,
These equations integrated become
S
o
and S
yes) = yco) + 1 c/s 5//? ^^0-
(70a)
(70b)
o
These fomulas are simplified by combining x and y into
a complex number
j; 0
FIGURE 10. COORDINATES CMRACTERIZING
THE FLAT SPRING
(f
In tliis notation, the equation of the spring becomes
xfcy X(o)-i. cy(o)-t
I
c/s[cos^<'s;^t 5//7 ^rsjj,
or
2^5) = ICO) t i die ' ^ (^-L)
Yfhere, ^(O) determines the position of the inner
end point. The differentiation of (71) with respect
to arc length gives
The curvature at each point is given by
YJhen the balance "vvheel is rotated over an angle,
the spring vd-ll distort and the new shape can be
characterized by giving the change in '^Cs) • This
change of angle for each element is denoted by ^^'Sj
Before variation
and after variation = ^C%) t <fCs)
Differentiation gives
cf^ c/S c/S
rI
r
10;
^/?^5; c/ir%)
and v/ith TTT and — in terns of the radius
of curvature gives
The change in curvature / ^ " J ^sed in tems
of (fcs) J gives the energy equation
2
0
Vihen the balance "vfaeel is turned, the distorted shape
of the spring -will be such that the energy V is a
minijnuin, subjected to the proper conditions at the
two end points. Then, 4^^^) can be deterroined by
' 0
The Euler Lagrange equation takes the form
This expression integrated once, leads to
and integrated a second time, gives
f\
h5
II, Free Eiid Spring
ilhen the balance vrheel is turned over an angle o(
,
the inner end point of the spring moves in a circle
-"(2)
over the same arc (fig* 11); thus,
2^ CO) = 2 Co) e'<^^
After distortion, '^(^S) and 4-^^) are denoted by
^^fs) and c/^rs)
,
The definition of the free end spring requires
that the tangent to the outer end point remains the
same after distortion as before distortion.
The angle through •which the tangent at the inner
end point turns is chosen to be ; therefore,
a
and (7p)
From these boundary conditions (7p), the equa-
tion 0 = As + B for the free s^:)rinf: becomes
(76)
and


c
U7
This expresses that the change in curvature for the
free end spring is the same everyv^here along the
spring and is proportional to the angle of rotation q( •
/
The potential energy (for ^(Sj substituted in teniis
of 0( ) becomes
V= S |V. = £ I'' (77)
0
This indicates that simple harmonic motion results if
the torque is released, because any motion for vrhich
the potential energy V is proportional to the displacement
square, is simple harraonic motion.
t
U8
%
9
12. End Point DisDlacenent
A-b 5= ^ tlie fomvila
o
for the distorted spring, becomes
^^a) = l<,(o) ^/ V^^j/^ ' (78)
0
Since
^
it can be written as
i^d) - 2Co)& *f j G • (79)
vath e = , the equation (79) talces
the form
It follo;vs that the expression / ^ ^ i s
0
integrated by parts, resiolts in
0 'o o
This expression reivritten in the fom
'c I

and ivith
'''^
- and <^=-S!-s + <^^
the solution becomes
or
/
r ^ . c
From the solution of J ^ ^ ^ > replaced into
0
the original equation (80), arises the expression
From the displacement of the outer end point,
,
arises the general f ormtil
a
^ = tot g"^J ^
e dS • (81)
The relation (8l) is valid for the free end and
the fastened spring, because the relations

and
are true even for the fastened spring.
The problem consists in designing the
undistorted spring 2Cs) so that the end point
displacement, and hence, the integral beeones as
small as possible.
I•3 t-
13. Circ\3lar Shaped "Helix"
The equation of a "Helical" spring of
radius R, consisting of f) complete ivindings and
a partial winding of arc 0 , is 2fs^ = 6 ^
or grs) = R e y
and the total length of the spring is
The end noint disolacenent becones
k ) ds
o -
The value for )j substituted into the
expression (52), gives
(63)
This takes the form , •
15
^ v>.
For a free spring of one complete winding,
^ . OTP (, -
or
6ir
hence.
and
r
Ellipse
Vihen the fundamental equation for the displacement
of the end point (31) is applied to springs
characterized by varaous shapes, the integral becomes
somewhat difficult to integrate. To illustrate this,
an elliptical helix is considered©
In polar cooixiinates, the equation of an ellipse
"with the pole at the center of the coordinate system
is represented by
where a and b are the semi axes. Any point on the
ellipse is defined by X = Q. "^W G t
and
The arc length of the ellipse is represented by the
expression
0 _^
o
With the CO%^e replaced by 1 - , the
integral becomes
e
^
J /- K'-^^n^ >' (85)
0
where, k = )lci^- 6 ^ is the eccentricity of the
a
4s
1
(i
ellipse and is less than unity.
In terms of Q the complex number ^ = TB
becomes / zv,
The end point displacenient is now given by^
A - ^ able
^
Q?co^^eV^s^f:>^e
€
oj^
L / r (86)
o
This integral can be evaluated with the use of elliptic
integral tables.
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l5- Logarithmic SDiral
In polar coordinates the equation of the
logarithmic spiral is
It folloTTs that in the complex niimber notation
0.9 ^ J 9
= e
The angle starts from zero and goes up to O , The
arc length is given by
G
(87)
For the end point, ^lisplacement is obtained^using & as
a variable,
, . r- dQ i
or
If a is very small, Q can be written as
1 + a ^ if the second order terms are neglected.
Now, equation (88) can be written as
cV, 0-
J
o
where tliis integral has to be evaluated numerically.
(89)

Terminals
The spring''^^^^ of length L, is divided into three
parts
,
L~ ) and ^ • The terminals jf^
and are short compared to the total length ^ •
The end point displacement is considered separately for
each part, and the problem is to design the spring so
that the sum of the contributions from the two end parts
cancell the contribution from the center part, hence,
the displacement ^ = 0.
The contribution from JH^ Is
0
or
I. J
{90)
0
where CT = - S is the arc length measured along
this terminal in the opposite direction.
The contribution from becomes
^
I -A
or
A 2 = ^
1.
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and finally resiilts
^2 ^ ^± e >C 1 iccr) e ^ cfg- * ^^^^
The latter integral is obtained if the arc
length is measured from the beginning of the
teminal, = S- L f
If the central portion is taken to be a "helical"
spring, its equation can be taken as
The arc length of the "helical" part goes from
J, to L -^z *
The helix is considered to be made up of n complete
windings plus an arc O ; hence,
The displacement for the center portion is
c r Jj
ds
(92)
ci9lqr.:c
•or finally
^ (93)
In order that ^, ^z-i-^d-O, the solution
for vmst be compared Tdth the expressions and
The equations (9Q)
71 0
%
and (91)
e>
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Compared with (93)
gives
^ L - ^ ^ ^ y
e^o-;^ z c/(r ' (9U .)
and
'6
(9U)
The factor C means the rotation of the whole
outer terminal over the angle 0 , the incomplete
winding. If 0, then the two equations are
complex conjugates. This means that the two terminals
are the same except for a reflection with respect to
the X axis.
The expression
2 <• cr
r L - ^ J[
expanded in pov/ers of
,
gives
Now, if the coefficients of each power of are
equated, i^ follov/s that
I1^
J I i (95)
From this the conditions of Phillips can be obtained:
a
and
0
This means that the terrainal must have its center of
gravity on the negative y axis, a distance il- from
i
the origin.

17. The Second Approximation
To investigate the next requirements the
coefficients of ( compared; hence.
-j i(<r} (T , (96)
or
0
o
whence,
^
0
and y
0
The reqiiirements for the spring are that its terminal
fulfills both equations (9^) and (9u); moreover,
iCT)= R for r= ^ ,
This is so because the teminal has to fit onto the
"helical" part of the spring. J. Haag states
that he has been unable to find a solution; however,
a veiy good solution is given by M.C. 'A'ang. ^ '

18. Spring .Tith Fixed End Point
The displacement of the end point of the free
spring is a measure of the reaction forces set up
in the end points of the actual hairspring fastened
to a stud,
^j^fs) represents the coordinates of a spring, and
^^(^) the function for the change of angle of the actual
spring after rotation of the balance vfheel over an
angle o( • Now, tlie requirement is that the end point
remain fixed; hence,
£ Ci) = ^C^) - constant t (97)
or, in components,
Xa^EJ = X^ro;*j dS CoSC^i- 4q.) = constan^^^^^
o
and
^/ar^)'- y^^^^ ^ fc/S S//? r^^<;^J =
constant.
^ J (97b)
The extreme value of the potential energy
0
subject to these constraints must be determined, .Vith
the use of Lagrange multiplyers S /i and Jiycf , which are
proportional to the x and 7 components of the reaction
force caused by the constraint, the equations become

K^o\ fy C0SClf^t4jj
= constant
,
and
y^a] ^y^(0)f j ci% ^'O f ^^<^^J| J>{ = constant .
o
Moreover, the change in curvature is
If this exprr?ssion is substituted into the potential
energy equation, and minimized, it follows that
o
The Euler Lagrange equation now becomes
or
(93)
This equation in general cannot be solved, but some
interesting conclusions can be derived fron it* If
it is anticioated that the distribution vdll differ
4
little from that of the free end spring, it can be
written that
Ta ^ J,
where €Cs) is a small correction term; moreover,
and
It v/as found that for any position of the spring
there exists the relations
A-^Vsj COS r^/-4j f
and
hence, the differential equation can be put into the
form
e"(
-
A
Xi'
-
o , and (99)
has boundary values
s = o , e Co ) ^ o ,
and
5 = L , £ CD = 0 .
From this differential equation integrated once,
results the expression
^ -I- A)^-^;(^ = constant. (100)
I. i
I
The constant is determined by a second integration
with use of the limits 0 to Li , and the boimdary
conditions for <^CS) « This equation becomes
h f '^ r ^ , I ^
e
j
-f;)Jyc/s->/jxds=cs|
or -
^ j yd% - yuj yds = c L ,
which can be written as
Ij^ f yc/s ^
f x
c^S = C t ' (101)
7;ith
^ I yc/S -- Yc, ; (102)
Ij J
0
and
L f X ci S - Xc^
^ ^^Q2a)
0
the coordinates of the center of gravity of the
distorted spring, equation (101) becomes
?iX-yU X. = C • (103)
This expression for C, replaced in
gives the final result
i(I
Now, the displacement of the end point is
represented by
It "fL ' 1^
(loU)
Since
0
If c is considered snail, (3 can be expandedj
moreover, the displacement, neglecting second order
terns, becomes
HouTever,
and
(106)

From equation (106), integrated hj parts, the
following equation can be obtained:
0 J d
and it follows that upon substitution of £ ' that
^ ^ (108)
-6 :h
0
ds .
This equation expressed in components becomes
i (139)
where
0
and
I
y^\[-M^.%- X,YJ> i^l - X, X-Jj . (109b)
o
It follovfs that
(uo)

and
I L f (
0
or
0
and
L
0
where.
^-2 r,(llOb)
(111)
0
and
Equations (110a) and (110b) are novr
^x-- ?iL A - M I4F J (112)
and
A, 3, and F are the moments and products of inertia
vfith respect to the center of gravity of the distorted
1C
(
69
•
spring. These tvro equations solved for /? and yo{
give
l(AB-F') (113)
and
h(AS' F')
The square of the reaction force is obtained by
Usually A^B, and F = 0 so that a first approximation
This result proves that the reaction force is
approximately proportional to the displacement.
•
%(
1
19 • Circular Spring with Fixed End Point
A spring, characterized by a circle, has its moment
of inertia A ;vith respect to the x axis equal to the
moment of inertia B with respect to the y axisj however,
the moment of inertia C along the ^ axis and the
product of inertia F are zero*
The moment of inertia of the spring with respect
to the origin now becomes
A t B - <^ ^
where
The reaction force for the spring can nov; be
written as
OT
(
t'-
I'
I
1
I
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20 . Elastic Energy for Spring vd-th Fixed £nd Point
The energy of the distorted spring with a
fixed end point is
For the value of substituted into the above
equation, the energy can be expressed as
0
or
hence.
0 d 0
c/S
IV
re
C
72
T/ith (102a) and (102b),
^2.
becomes
'.Yith the use of equations (113) the energy expression
tal:es the form
V- to^^lf R {MA -^LF)^m(mLB -/ILP)].
^ 1 J
The values of equations (112a) and (112b) substituted into
alters the form of the energy equation to
(
.
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Since k"^ B, and F = 0, the energy equation is
go^^ ^ i±l''= S ( (X^ f r?(o^)). (117)
•
The correction term, abreviated causes the
deviation from isochronisn.
Ii
Deviation fron Isochronism
The balance v,tieel is much heavier than the
hairspring, and it is responsible for the kinetic
energy:
Hence, the equation of motion of the balance wheel
becomes:
or
1 ^ ci oC
y/here 2/T. If the correction term ^f^)±s not present,
T is the period*
With Oi^ 0(e> S//? c^Clf^H-'-
^
follows that
TMs equation multiplied by
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•
Upon integration, it follows that
^
o
or
If the second order terms are neglected, the
first approximation becomes
The fractional increase in frequency is
\^cJ}[(^)aicit. or (119)
0
from
g M./^ ^ f ?ffo()
,
the equation (119) becomes
o
• If i^^£<j is an odd function of , the integral
vanishes. Hovfever,
^fo() is proportional to the square
of and can never be a pure odd function of cK .
c
76
If the even part of }J is
c^^nly, S is some constant
value independent of the amplitude • Therefore,
if ^^^/d?" is 3. constant plus an odd fionction of ,
the period mil change by a constant amount. In the
case of the helical spring
{ Q. - e J ^
which gives
Tfhen 6 = ± > cos{(A- B ) = ± sin , and
'-^1^2 fulfills the requirement for constant change
of period, I'feLch proves the theorem of Resal,
Because ^/^o( J is proportional to \^)^ > the integral
representing S is small is small, provided,
hovrever, that ^-L^^ does not become too large. This
d
confinns that the best way to achieve isochronism is to
malce the end point displacement as small as possible.
This result can be connected with the motion of the
center of gravity of the free spring, \Tith the use
of (76) and {19) y can be obtained
5^ ' 0 ^ o (120)
0
4I
I
I
It
G is the complex coordinate of the center of gravity of
the free spring and changes its position T/ith different
rotations. Equation (119) can now be written as
It is advantageous to have G as small as possible for
all values of OC . To have the center of gravity of
the undistorted spring (o(= O) fall exactly on the axis
is, hoavever, not necessarily the best solution (except
for small amplitudes), because G is a complicated
function of •
o
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Abstract
The system of the hairspring and balance wheel used to
reg\3late watches and chronometers does not perform an exact
simple harmonic motion. For the proper function of the -/Tatch
the deviation from isochronism of the vibrations, caused by
the reaction force at the fixed end point for any distortion
of the spring, must be as small as possible. This reaction
force is found to be correspondingly small if the shape of the
hairspring is designed so that the reaction force at the end
point is small.
In theory only, perfect isochronism can be accomplished
by a flat spring having one end free so that for any distortion
of the sprang, the tangent to the end point moves parallel
to itself
^
hoY/ever, the free end spring cannot be realised
in a watch.
Phillips' solution to the problem primarily expresses
that the reaction force at the end point is proportional to
the displacement of the end point that v.ould occur for a free
spring. His solution is based on the problem of finding a
possible curve such that the terminal point has a given
trajectory or displacement, and simultaneously, at any point
of the trajectory the tangent has an Lmposed direction.
For a spring having the outer end point fastened to a
I:i
iv
stud, and the inner end point fastened to a balance v.-heel,
Phillips reqiiires that the distortion of any element of the
spring satisfy the Bernoulli Euler Law
f^'^j= ^ = *a constant,
where j.I, E, and I represent respectively, the bending noment.
Youngs Modulus, and the moment of inertia of the spring. If
the center of the balance wheel is taken at the origin of a
coordinate system x, y, the radius of curvature at any arbitrary
point of the spring makes an angle Qe and Q for the spring
in the non-deformed and deformed state.
In the first method of solution Phillips considers the
radius r of the balance wheel to be constant. In the initial
state, the tangent to an arbitrary point along the spring, a
function of the arc length, s, makes an angle 0^ --.vith the
y axis. Then for the deformed state the Bemoiilli Euler
equation becomes ( - ' -**] = -/3*or Q = do - /S S •
The constant ^ =/3 is chosen negative because the
angle decreases as the spring increases. The angle -.7hich
the tangent to the inner end point makes vrith the y axis is
@q , for the initial state, and for the defonned state this
angle becomes
, where ^ is the length of
the spring. The conditions that the rotations ^ =
€)o - /-^ ^
and ^ = ^0 - /^S be satisfied identically, require that
€4
Vthe rotation ^ = ^ - /2> ^ of the radius r be very small.
This condition signifies that the center of gravity of the
spring coincides with the axis of the balance wheel.
In the second raetliod of solution, Phillips assumes that
the radius r, to v/hich the inner end point is fastened, varies
according to the law ijr' * I^^po^^^S this
problem the same conditions of the first problem, the result
requires that the center of gravity of the spring be on a line
through the origin, perpendicular to the radius r in the
initial state. The distance of the center of gravity from the
origin satisfies the relation .
The second problem of Phillips pemits the designing of
the fastened terminals of a helix so that the reaction force
at the end points is small,
Resal found that it is possible to design the shape of
the hairspring so that the reaction force changes the period
of vibrations by an amount v/hich is approximately independent
of the amplitude. For this solution the reaction force need
not be small.
The shape of the spring can be characterized by giving
at each point the angle rrhich the tangent makes v.ath the
X axis as a function of s, measured from the inner end point.
4\.0
'.Then the balance wheel is rotated over an angle o<, , the
spring vriLll be distorted and the new shape can be characterized
by giving the change in • The change of angle for each
element is denoted by It depends upon the amount
the balance wheel is turned, and also upon the conditions
at the end point. In the deformed state the potential energy
stored in each element is proportional to the square of the
change in curvature. Since the change in angle J^i)^^
proportional to the square of the change in curvature. Since
the change in angle
^(^^ is proportional to the radius of
curvature for each element of the spring, the potential energy
can be expressed in terms of the square of ^fj) • (hen the
balance wheel is turned, the distorted shape of the spring
will be such that the energy V is a minimum, subjected to the
proper conditions at the tiro end points. From the minimiza-
tion of the potential energy, it follovrs that = ^ ^ + B y
where A and B are constants of integration.
For the boundary conditions of the free spring, (^(-^j
becomes = '
^ ^ •
This expresses that the change
in curvature for the free spring is the same ever;;,TThere along
the spring, and is proportional to the angle of rotation of
the balance wheel. This result substituted into the potential
enei^ eauation gives V = %. . This indicates that
2 i
c0
simple haraonic motion results if the torque is released;
because, any motion for which the potential energy is
proportional to the displacement squared, is simple harmonic
motion.
The important formula arising from the consideration
of the end point displacement is
^ ^ td; (2. lie, h '
a
This result is valid both for the free end and the fixed
end spring. The problem consists in designing the undistorted
spring so that the end point displacement, and hence, the
integral is as small as possible.
For the spring with a fixed end point the square of the
reaction force is
This proves that the reaction force is approximately
proportional to the displacement.
c
o.i
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